Networked Driving Simulation: Applications, State of the Art, and Design Considerations
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Abstract: Automotive manufacturers and suppliers develop new vehicle technologies to increase traffic safety and transportation efficiency. Autonomous and cooperative vehicle systems are crucial examples of such advanced technologies. The hustle to deploy these fascinating systems onto public roads increases as customer’s expectations rise. Networked driving simulation represents an effective virtual prototyping tool that can support the development, and hence, accelerate system deployment. In networked driving simulation, two or more human-driven virtual vehicles share the same environment and form a very close approximation of real-world traffic interactions. This emerged multi-interactive virtual environment can serve various applications related to the new vehicle technologies and the ever increasing traffic complexity. This paper introduces the promising applications of networked driving simulation and outlines the necessary system design requirements. In addition, the work presents an extensive literature review and evaluation of utilizations of networked driving simulation. Furthermore, three compelling systems of networked driving simulation are analyzed regarding their technical specifications and application scopes. The systems are compared and evaluated using the derived requirements. Finally, potential future work is revealed regarding the design of resilient networked driving simulation systems that can be tailored for possible changes of application requirements.
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1. Introduction

Road safety, transportation efficiency, and driving comfort are significant concerns in the automotive realm. Automobile manufacturers and suppliers develop new vehicle systems to support drivers in critical traffic situations, improve traffic flow efficiency, and reduce the driving stress. To support the development, driving simulation is used as a flexible supportive tool for various automotive applications [1]. Virtual traffic scenarios can be created to involve a single human-driven vehicle and other programmed traffic participants. Therefore, driving simulation provides a safe development, testing, and training environment that does not subject drivers or road users to hazards [2]. However, in the era of autonomous and cooperative vehicle technologies, systems are becoming more complex and interactive, while the influence of human drivers still represents a significant factor. Conventional driving simulation lacks the realism required to reflect the multi-interactivity nature associated with the advanced automotive technologies and future traffic environments. It provides only a rough unpredictability level of that which is typically encountered,
when multiple human drivers and different technical systems interact in real traffic environments. Hence, driving simulation must keep up in terms of interoperability and shall provide more flexibility and scalability. It is necessary to adapt driving simulation and establish corresponding complex and interactive supportive tools. Networked driving simulation emerges in response to this crucial concern.

This paper introduces the potential scientific applications of networked driving simulation. Moreover, the essential system design requirements are derived and explained. A comprehensive literature review is given together with an analysis and evaluation of three existing systems of networked driving simulation. The ultimate goal is to provide system users and developers with a comprehensive understanding of the different system variants and the offered capabilities. The rest of this paper is structured in five sections. Section 2 introduces the potential applications of networked driving simulation. Section 3 describes the problem and outlines system design considerations. Section 4 presents the state of the art of networked driving simulation. Section 5 provides an evaluation and discussion of the examined state of the art. Finally, Section 6 outlines the conclusions and reveals the future work.

2. Potential Applications of Networked Driving Simulation

Creating a virtual driving environment simultaneously accessed by two or more human drivers delivers a very close replica of real-world traffic interactions. In networked driving simulation, several human-driven vehicles can participate and interact in a common virtual traffic scenario. The following subsections present an identified set of potential applications that can make use of networked driving simulation. These applications stem from the reviewed literature about networked driving simulation. In addition, they reflect the vision of different research and industry partners that work closely with the Heinz Nixdorf Institute on multidisciplinary projects related to the automotive field. In principal, the potential applications of networked driving simulation represent a reasonable extension of the typical applications of conventional driving simulation [2]. Nonetheless, entertainment is an application specifically associated with the gaming industry. This particular industry has objectives irrelevant to traffic safety and transportation efficiency [3]. Therefore, entertainment is not aligned with the serious applications of networked driving simulation addressed in this paper.

2.1. Networked Driving Simulation for Research and Development

The use of conventional driving simulation for research and development purposes is discussed in by the authors of [2]. These purposes can be divided into three application areas: engineering research and development, psychology research, and medical research [2]. The following is a brief highlight of the use of conventional driving simulation and an elaboration of the extended potential role of networked driving simulation in these application areas.

2.1.1. Engineering Research and Development

Conventional driving simulation is used in this field to examine road and infrastructure design, as well as to develop and validate in-vehicle systems [2,4]. On the one hand, the design of road geometry and infrastructure is becoming more complex. It is necessary to involve the influence of multiple human drivers interacting together within the same traffic environment. Networked driving simulation can be utilized in this regard to evaluate the safety levels of complex traffic environments. Moreover, dependency on assumptions typically based on the use of programmed vehicles can be reduced while analyzing various traffic flow effects, such as shock wave and rubbernecking phenomena [5,6]. On the other hand, vehicle systems are becoming more cooperative. Networked driving simulation can be used to interactively validate the interoperability between technologies of different providers. Furthermore, the cooperation between vehicles equipped with different levels of automation or connectivity can be examined [7]. Demonstration and marketing of advanced automotive technologies are crucial concerns that complement the research and development phases.
Networked driving simulation can be used to introduce the benefits of these technologies to potential customers in a cost-effective—yet interactive—multi-driver environment.

2.1.2. Psychology Research

Conventional driving simulation is used in this field to address various psychological aspects related to driving [2]. In addition to objective driving parameters, subjective feedback of a human driver is required, for instance, to gain acceptance indications of vehicle systems. Moreover, it is possible to determine the effect of different traffic conditions on a human driver [8]. Various psychological variables can be measured and statistical analysis can be performed. However, drivers are more attentive and they react more realistically, when other human drivers exist in the same traffic scenario. Networked driving simulation can be used to conduct various psychological studies on groups of drivers that participate within the same traffic scenarios. For instance, deeper psychological probes can be conducted on drivers assisted by different automation levels, and hence, showing different road attention levels. The psychology research can achieve more reliable results about the behavioral aspects of drivers to assist the developers of new vehicle technologies.

2.1.3. Medicine Research

Conventional driving simulation is used in the medical field for various purposes, for instance, to study the effects of alcohol or other drugs on driving performance [2]. Other physiological conditions of drivers, such as reduced vigilance and situation awareness, can be examined using driving simulators. However, for comparative research results, networked driving simulation can be used to conduct medical studies simultaneously on several drivers interacting in common traffic scenarios. For instance, the group of drivers can include persons of different ages and experience levels. Moreover, fitness and cognitive ability of drivers to handle the complexity of advanced automotive technologies can be assessed in safe, multi-interactive scenarios [9]. Therefore, the medical research can deliver more substantial outcomes about the physiological aspects of drivers in order to support the advancements in the automotive field.

2.2. Networked Driving Simulation for Training Purposes

Conventional driving simulation is used in driving schools as a training tool, so that beginners can start in safe and controlled environments before subjecting them to real field drives [2,10]. Beginners learn how to handle different situations encountered in real traffic environments. Simulation scenarios are designed to cover various aspects, such as pre-drive checks, traffic rules, and driving in hard weather conditions [11]. Introducing Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) functionalities in driving schools has gained particular interest recently [12]. Driving simulators are used in this regard to make drivers familiar with their user interface, as well as to let them understand their limitations [13].

However, with networked driving simulation, conventional driver training can be extended to multi-driver training. Therefore, a driving instructor handles several drivers simultaneously in a life-like traffic environment. Drivers have to react to each other and adapt their driving behavior accordingly. This increased training interactivity enables drivers to act in the same way as in real traffic environments [9]. Yet training many drivers at the same time definitely adds time and cost benefits. Moreover, a driving instructor can participate interactively by performing specific maneuvers to subject drivers to sudden or unpredictable traffic situations. As participants of future traffic environments are becoming more interconnected, networked driving simulation can be used to safely and efficiently learn various advanced automotive technologies without overestimating their capabilities [14]. For instance, Figure 1 shows schematic of a platform of networked driving simulation that can be used in modern driving schools.
Figure 1. Schematic of a platform of networked driving simulation for training purposes in driving schools.

The shown platform consists of a central instructor unit and four networked driving simulators. Driving instructors can use the central unit to handle several trainees at the same time. Figure 2 shows a corresponding virtual environment developed with Unity3D for networked driving simulation. The scenario includes four human-driven virtual vehicles sharing the same 3D environment in a roundabout traffic situation. The vehicles can be equipped with simulation models of vehicle-to-vehicle communication systems. Beyond basic traffic instructions, training with vehicle-to-vehicle communication systems can be conducted in a safe, cost-effective environment at modern driving schools.

Figure 2. A virtual environment for networked driving simulation for modern driving schools.

Owners of driving schools usually point to the importance of the feasibility aspect of the training facilities [2]. That is, the entire training system shall have reasonable space requirements and remain cost-effective. Among all other components of driving simulators, motion platforms consume a major part of the available budget and require considerable space. Moreover, the operation costs of driving
simulators increase substantially if motion platforms are utilized due to the associated huge power consumption. Therefore, driving simulators without motion platforms can be utilized in response to the particular cost and space requirements of driving schools. However, a compromise with these requirements must be found if the utilization of fixed-base driving simulators negatively influences the training effectiveness. In addition, Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) can be used as the main visualization systems for the drivers [15]. Rapid advancements in the field of virtual and augmented reality pushed the produced HMDs to be cheaper and have lighter weights. These characteristics contribute to the fulfillment of the particular cost and space requirements of driving schools.

Facilities of networked driving simulation can be used to serve more than one application, provided that they exhibit a good extent of system flexibility. For instance, Figure 3 shows a schematic of a simulation facility that can be utilized for various interactive applications related to the truck-platooning topic, such as development, testing, training, and demonstration.

![Schematic of a platform of networked driving simulation for various interactive applications](image)

**Figure 3.** Schematic of a platform of networked driving simulation for various interactive applications related to truck-platooning.

Truck-platooning is a promising technology that results in lower fuel consumption, as the heavy trucks drive closer together at a constant speed, without frequent braking and accelerating. However, the development and testing in real traffic environments are unsafe and impractical. The platform shown in Figure 3 represents a safe, practical alternative. It consists of a central workstation and four networked truck driving simulators. The workstation is utilized to provide control and monitoring operations on the platform. That is, the simulation operator can make commands to stop and start the system. Moreover, the simulation operator can monitor various signals that give indications about the operation and performance of the system, as well as the interaction of the drivers. In addition, the workstation can include a traffic simulator to generate traffic participants, such as programmed vehicles and pedestrians, in order to add more complexity to the multi-driver traffic scenario. To be feasible to a greater extent, the platform shown in Figure 3 can incorporate out-of-service trucks as stationary driving platforms. In addition, the visualization systems can be low-cost projectors. Figure 4 shows a corresponding virtual environment developed with Unity3D for networked driving simulation. Four human-driven virtual trucks follow each other forming a platoon on a narrow highway.
Figure 4. A virtual environment for networked driving simulation for various applications related to truck-platooning.

Figure 5 shows another schematic of a platform of networked driving simulation that can be utilized to address diverse questions related to the evolution of traffic environments in general and the advancement of automotive technologies in particular.

The applications of networked driving simulation may impose different requirements regarding the fidelity levels of the participating driving simulators. The platform shown in Figure 5 combines systems of different complexity grades and fidelity levels in one driving simulation facility in order to serve various applications. More specifically, the platform consists of a passenger car simulator, truck simulator, fixed-base driving simulator, and a workstation. In addition to typical control and monitoring operations, the workstation can include a database console that captures and saves the
3. Problem Description and System Requirements

Research and development in the automotive sector in general is multidisciplinary by its nature. Yet the problem is becoming more complex, due to the introduction of future highly automated and connected vehicle systems [16,17]. Performing an effective system analysis to support decisions becomes challenging and unmanageable due to the involvement of heterogeneous interacting systems. Networked driving simulation shows a great potential to overcome the obstacles facing the research and development in advanced automotive areas. It is an efficient virtual prototyping tool that can provide collective understanding of the complex and fast interactions of future traffic systems. Thus, decisions in technological, socio-economic, and regulatory contexts can lead to the expected outcomes. However, platforms of networked driving simulation consist of various constituent systems. These constituent systems are complex and involve multidisciplinary aspects, which lead particularly to an increased overall design complexity. Moreover, the problem becomes worse if system modifications are necessary in response to changes of application requirements. A clear impediment resists system users and developers to progress in the area of networked driving simulation. Therefore, a generic set of system requirements must be determined clearly before establishing systems of networked driving simulation. Several workshops at the Heinz Nixdorf Institute and Fraunhofer Institute were held to analyze the significant design considerations of networked driving simulation systems. The workshops included experts from various research and industry partners working in the automotive field. The following set of crucial system requirements and design considerations were derived based on the system of systems formation practices and guidelines presented by the authors of [18]:

- **Systematic approach**
  The design of networked driving simulation shall follow a systematic approach. This systematic approach shall help developers to determine the necessary fidelity levels and capabilities of the constituent systems, and hence, the complexity of the overall system.

- **Open system interface**
  The platforms of networked driving simulation shall conform to the open interface principle. This results in open systems that have permeable boundaries. Consequently, the exchange of information with constituent systems eventually added in future shall be allowed through a straightforward integration process. This requirement can be realized by the utilization of standard interfacing or networking techniques, such as High-Level Architecture and Distributed Interactive Simulation [19,20].

- **Configurability principle**
  The platforms of networked driving simulation shall ensure a good extent of configurability to sustain themselves against eventual changes in requirements. This feature can be realized, for instance, through the utilization of configurable constituent systems.

- **Modularity principle**
  The platforms of networked driving simulation shall have a good extent of modularity. This means that each constituent system shall perform a major specific task or function independently. Constituent systems performing more than one task or function are not preferred due to associated complexity of system adaptation.

These particular requirements are necessary to establish resilient systems of networked driving simulation. That is, they ensure the desired flexibility and scalability of networked driving simulation systems, which can sustain themselves against eventual changes of application requirements. The following section presents a comprehensive review and analysis of the state of the art of networked
driving simulation. Three selected systems of networked driving simulation are evaluated in the following section using the determined set of requirements.

4. State of the Art Review and Analysis

The topic of driver-driver interaction and multiple-user driving simulation has attracted great attention from researchers. The following subsection gives an extensive review of literature that presents examinations or experiments using networked driving simulation. The utilized systems are described together with the purposes of use.

4.1. Networked Driving Simulation in Literature

Several studies have made use of networked driving simulation for a diverse range of research questions, which mainly address the interaction between human drivers. For example, a framework for realistic traffic flow simulation was proposed in study [21]. The framework includes two types of programmed vehicles. One type of traffic vehicles is operated by basic driver models that simulate the traffic flow in far-field areas. The other type of traffic vehicles is operated by cognitive driver models that simulate near-field areas. The latter type of driver models provides more human-like behavior. Moreover, the simulation framework allows the participation of two driving simulators within the same virtual traffic scenario. These are simple desktop driving simulators with commercial wheel-transmission-pedals sets. The framework is used to study drivers’ behavior while traveling with advanced traffic vehicles of human-like behavior. An approach for a multi-driver simulation is described by the authors of [16]. The system is used to study the effects of cooperative ADAS on drivers’ subjective feelings, such as, e.g., driving excitement. Up to five persons can drive simultaneously in the same virtual environment. The network of this platform consists of 25 personal computers connected via gigabit Ethernet. The platform uses the commercial software SILAB. The term SILAB is an acronym that stands for ‘Simulation Laboratory’. This software has been developed by Würzburg Institute for Traffic Sciences GmbH in Würzburg, Germany. A study to examine the differences in driving behaviors during changing lanes is presented in study [22]. The work used a networked simulation framework based on the SIGVerse simulator environment [23]. The term SIGVerse is an acronym that stands for “Social, Intelligence, and Genesis Verse”. The cooperative behavior of drivers under different conditions, such as the availability of lanes, was examined in study [24]. The study used the MoSAIC platform. The term MoSAIC is an acronym that stands for “Modular and Scalable Application Platform for ITS (Intelligent Transportation Systems) Components”. It is a multi-driver simulation environment where three driving simulators are integrated into the same framework. Another study on a multi-user driving simulation environment is presented in study [25]. Four low-cost connected driving simulators were used to test how voice-based command systems, such as GPS-based assistance systems, influence the driving behavior at intersections. Various examinations of collision-likely driving conditions are presented by the authors of [26]. The studies were performed on drivers, who meet each other in a situation that has a strong potential for a collision. The work used a simulation platform that utilizes two adjacent full-vehicle simulators sharing a common virtual world. Two linked driving simulators were used in study [27] to analyze interactions at intersections. While one of the drivers can be a normal participant, the other driver adapts his driving behavior to this participant in order to form a safety-critical situation. A study for anxiety experience while driving with traffic light assistant is presented in study [28]. The work used the multi-driving simulation environment at WIVW GmbH, where four drivers can participate in the same virtual environment. The term WIVW is a German acronym that stands for “Würzburger Institute for Traffic Science”. An examination of Intelligent Transportation Systems using driving simulators is presented in study [29]. The work used multiple-seat driving simulation platform, in which several human drivers interact in the same virtual environment. The platform consists of three networked training simulators. These are fixed-base simulators with real vehicle mock-ups. A platform composed of two simple fixed-base driving simulators and an integrated traffic simulator has been introduced in study [30]. The system is
used to conduct experiments on drivers’ behavior in realistic traffic environments. Another simple environment of multi-driving simulators is presented by the authors of [31]. The setup consists of several simple PC-based driving simulators, where 3D Max and Virtools modeling software were used to build the virtual driving scenes [32]. It is used to conduct experiments on dynamic speed guidance strategies, such as green wave speed and eco-driving speed guidance strategies. A framework for driving behavior studies using multi-user networked 3D virtual environments is provided in study [33]. It incorporates simple driving simulators and uses the Scenario Markup Language (SML) to specify dynamic traffic situations. The framework can be used to examine interactive car-following behavior of drivers. All these studies used relatively small or low-cost systems of networked driving simulation for temporary studies and examinations. The following section analyzes a selection of larger and more complex platforms of networked driving simulation together, along with their purposes of use.

In addition to the reviewed scientific studies, there are several commercial or ready solutions in the market to establish facilities of networked driving simulation. For instance, COCODRIS (Cooperative Competitive Distributed Simulator) is a training station based on real-time cooperative driving simulation. It has been developed by Liophant Simulation in Savona, Italy. The software simulates vehicles and handling equipment in networked multi-operator environments. It is used mainly for virtual logistics training and education purposes to reduce the need for training with real equipment. Moreover, COCODRIS provides different training environments, such as, e.g., urbans, construction yards, terminals, highways, and country roads. Nonetheless, almost all existing commercial solutions are closed or protected products. It is difficult to find much information about the implementation or the underlying concepts. Moreover, adapting commercial software packages for specific requirements can be carried out only by the vendors.

4.2. Existing Platforms of Networked Driving Simulation

Several automotive associations incorporate relatively large and complex platforms of networked driving simulation for distinct applications. In this section, three compelling platforms of networked driving simulation are analyzed with respect to their technical specifications, capabilities, and application scopes. These particular systems were selected for analysis as they represent permanent non-commercial solutions that are used since many years for conducting extensive automotive studies. In addition, the selected systems exist at very well-known, competent research centers in three different countries.

4.2.1. Multi-Driver Simulation Lab at DLR

The first example facility is the Multi-driver Simulation Lab operated by the Institute of Transportation Systems of the German Aerospace Center (DLR). Researchers from various fields such as engineering, psychology, and computer sciences develop automotive and railway systems, as well as traffic management strategies at the Institute of Transportation Systems. With its Multi-driver Simulation Lab specifically, three human drivers can interact within the same virtual environment to form realistic traffic scenarios [34]. The simulation facility was established in 2010; different research projects are conducted to improve future traffic safety and efficiency.

Technical Description

The facility for networked driving simulation at the DLR includes three similar driving simulators and a workstation as shown in Figure 6. It operates with the DOMINION software architecture of the DLR, the MoSAIC framework, and the Virtual Test Drive (VTD) simulation environment of VIRES Simulationstechnologie GmbH. The DOMINION software architecture is used to facilitate the integration between applications of various development phases. MoSAIC is a flexible architecture for multi-driver simulation [35]. The MoSAIC framework allows existing driving simulators to be linked together and operated from a central workstation. VTD stands for Virtual Test Drive; it is modular.
tool for the development, test, and demonstration of different vehicle technologies, such as advanced driver assistance systems [36].

The participating driving simulators are fixed-base systems with driving seats. The visual field is formed by three front monitors that together provide 150 degrees of forward vision. A virtual rearview mirror is embedded within the middle front monitor. A LCD screen (10-inch) represents the left-side mirror. A digital instrument panel provides the main vehicle states, such as, e.g., speed, motor rpm, as well as different states of the simulated driver assistance systems. The driving simulators have active steering wheels that provide haptic feedback up to 38 Nm and active pedals that deliver haptic feedback up to 28 Nm. A camera monitors the test persons and delivers the video data to the central workstation. A total of 26 computers carry out the whole simulation, visualization, monitoring, and analysis tasks.

**Application Scope**

Apart from the technical demands of their development, the introduction of cooperative assistance systems is challenged by the complexity of the human–machine and human–human interactions. Although these systems are designed to reduce the burden on drivers, the complexity of user interface grows with increasing automated and cooperative functionalities. This demands some of driver’s attention and introduces more cognitive loads. Researchers working on the multi-driving simulation environment at the Institute of Transportation Systems are concerned mainly with the behavior analysis of human drivers interacting together within the same virtual driving scenario. Specifically, interactions of drivers assisted by different levels of automation are examined using this multi-driving simulation environment. Substantial simulation data are recorded and analyzed. The results are used to conduct design enhancements of the human–machine interface, and hence, increase system acceptance and usability.

**4.2.2. Tokyo Virtual Living Simulation Lab at NII**

Tokyo Virtual Living Lab at the National Institute of Informatics (NII) is an experimental space based on 3D Internet technology [37]. Researchers of this laboratory conduct controlled driving and travel studies that involve multiple users interacting in the same shared space. Users can interactively experience different innovative transportation technologies. The utilized networked 3D environment
is called 3D (social) virtual world or 3D Internet [38]. Using this 3D Internet technology, users are represented as “avatars” (graphical self-representations) and share the same 3D space. They can interact with the environment and other avatars in a natural way. In principle, the virtual living lab can be accessed from anywhere.

Technical Description

The laboratory at the National Institute of Informatics (NII) depends mainly on the Distributed Virtual Environments middleware (DiVE) to create multi-user networked 3D virtual spaces [39]. This middleware has a centric architecture that presents a scalable and cross platform communication between different simulators. A core component of the simulation environment is the navigation network. This includes all information required for the traffic simulation. The navigation network and a corresponding 3D road network are created automatically using the OpenStreetMap (OSM) and CityEngine tools respectively. OSM is an open source tool for creating geographic data based on crowdsourcing [40]. CityEngine is a commercial 3D modeling software for generating 3D urban environments [41]. Moreover, a traffic simulator is used to generate programmed vehicles. These vehicles travel along the road network, where road markings and traffic signals and signs are considered. The traffic simulation is networked with a multi-user driving simulation. More than one driving simulator of low-fidelity levels can be integrated in the same virtual environment as shown in Figure 7. These are desktop driving simulators that include commercial low-cost wheel-pedals sets that provide sufficient physical feedback and control cues.

![Figure 7. Tokyo Virtual Living Simulation Lab at NII: (a) Test persons using two networked driving simulators; (b) A screen shot of a shared 3D environment [41].](image)

Application Scope

A comprehensive 3D replica of Tokyo was built in the virtual living laboratory at NII to perform experiments including more than one human driver. The general aim of the developed virtual environment is to analyze interactive driving behavior in future smart cities. For instance, empirical studies with human drivers are conducted to examine the impact of eco-friendly traffic and “normal” (none-eco) traffic on human drivers and how human drivers interact in different cases. For this purpose, the iCO2 software tool was developed by the NII with Unity3D based on the DiVE middleware architecture [42]. Unexpected traffic situations are created as human drivers interact with each other and with programmed vehicles. One example scenario is to drive as far as possible with a given amount of fuel. Drivers must travel in an eco-friendly way by accelerating and decelerating smoothly and keeping the provided speed limits.

4.2.3. Driving and Bicycling Simulation Lab at OSU

The Driving and Bicycling Simulation Lab at the Civil and Construction Engineering College, Oregon State University (OSU), represents another compelling example facility. In this advanced simulation facility, two human drivers can interact in the same virtual environment. The simulation facility was constructed in collaboration with Realtime Technologies, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI, USA in 2010.
Technical Description

The first main component in the facility at OSU is the high-fidelity driving simulator shown in Figure 8. It is moving-base simulator with an electric pitch motion system that rotates ±4 degrees about the focal point of the driver’s eye [43]. The motion system simulates the acceleration and deceleration on tangent road segments.

![Driving simulator at the Oregon State University (OSU): (a) A test person in the driving platform; (b) Outside view of the driving simulator [43].](image)

The dynamics computer system consists of a quad-core host that runs SimCreator Software from Realtime Technologies, Inc. With this software, vehicle dynamics are simulated by a 15 degrees of freedom multi-body vehicle model and a Pacejka tire model. The visualization system includes three front projectors with a resolution of 1400 × 1050; they provide 180 degrees of forward vision. LCD screens are integrated in both side-view mirrors and a rear projection system provides the scenes for the center rearview mirror. The driver’s platform is a Ford Fusion cabin (model 2009) with a digital configurable instrument panel. A steering control loading system is used to represent steering torques based on vehicle speed and steering angle. The vehicle cabin is mounted on the pitch motion system. The driver’s foot position, face, hands, and the overall driving environment are captured with four separate cameras. These deliver video data to a four-way digital video recorder at a sampling rate of 60 Hz to be used for session assessment. Moreover, eye movement data are collected using the Mobile Eye-XG platform from Applied Science Laboratories. This platform allows drivers to have unconstrained eye and head movement.

The second main component within the facility of OSU is the bicycling simulator shown in Figure 9. It is the only bicycling simulator that can be operated simultaneously with a driving simulator in the same virtual environment. The braking, pedaling, and steering inputs from the cyclist are reflected in the visual scene. The visualization system includes one front projector and an LCD display representing a rearview mirror.

![Bicycling simulator at the Oregon State University (OSU): (a) A test person riding the bicycle simulator; (b) Different bicycle variants [43].](image)
Application Scope

Researchers working in the Driving and Bicycling Simulation Lab at OSU are concerned in general with the safety issues of transportation systems from a multi-modal perspective. Due to the complexity of transportation problems, examinations in this laboratory are interdisciplinary and require expertise from different domains, such as, e.g., transportation engineering, human factors, psychology, and medicine. This laboratory is an experimental tool to address the behavior of road users. The target of analysis is to improve the operation and safety level of transportation systems. When it comes to driving and biking safety in particular, one of the challenges for civil engineers is predicting when and how crashes occur. There is relatively little substantial data about driver-biker interactions. Hence, the OSU utilizes the driver-biker simulation facility mainly to solve this conundrum [44]. To that end, the driving and bicycling simulators are networked to share the same virtual environment. Figure 10 shows two virtual scenarios including a vehicle and a bicycle that are controlled by humans.

![Figure 10. Two different virtual scenarios combining a vehicle and a bicycle controlled by humans (OSU): (a) A vehicle behind a bicycle; (b) A bicycle behind a vehicle [43,44].](image)

Using these networked driving and bicycling simulators, specific crash scenarios can be generated to collect a robust set of data. The data collected from both networked simulators can be used to design safer transportation systems and more effective traffic infrastructure to reduce possible fatal crashes. The following section presents an extensive evaluation of the analyzed systems of networked driving simulation.

5. Evaluation and Discussion

The conducted comprehensive analysis provided insight into the design of the selected systems and their possible application scopes. This has been used to evaluate the analyzed systems with respect to the deduced design considerations. With respect to the Multi-Driver Simulation Lab at DLR, different multi-interactive traffic scenarios can be created in general. Moreover, the utilized driving simulators in this platform have the same fidelity level. Due to the predetermined platform scale and structure, varying the fidelity levels of the building components is troublesome. Moreover, the network connecting the three driving simulators uses Ethernet as a typical communication technology with predetermined network characteristics. In addition, no standard architectures for networked simulation are utilized. Eventual future system extensions or modifications according to scientific methods are not envisaged. Therefore, only a limited set of application scenarios for networked driving simulation is considered with this platform.

With respect to the Tokyo Virtual Living Simulation Lab at NII, various scenarios can be created with different traffic densities in general. Principally, geographically distributed participants can join the shared simulation environment. However, the currently utilized driving simulators have similar
A common system goal is accomplished through their collaboration within the system of systems networked driving simulation using the set of requirements discussed in section 3. Hence, an adequate consideration of other application scenarios of networked driving environment. Moreover, the network connecting the simulators utilizes basis was used to determine the necessary fidelity levels of the building components before establishing the simulation facility. Additionally, no particular scientific methodology is followed for extending or modifying the whole simulation environment. Hence, an adequate consideration of other application scenarios of networked driving simulation is not applicable.

With respect to Driving and Bicycling Simulation Lab at OSU, the used driving simulator exhibits a fixed high-fidelity level. However, for the bicycling simulator, three different bicycles (men, women, and children-size bicycles) can be used to increase the demographic variety of subjects. Various scenarios can be created to invoke different collision-likely situations. However, no actual basis was used to determine the necessary fidelity levels of the building components before establishing the simulation facility. Moreover, the network connecting the simulators utilizes Ethernet as a typical communication technology with fixed networking characteristics. Additionally, no particular scientific methodology is followed for extending or modifying the whole simulation environment. Hence, an adequate consideration of other application scenarios of networked driving simulation is not feasible. Table 1 summarizes the final evaluation results of the analyzed systems of networked driving simulation using the set of requirements discussed in Section 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Scheme of the Examined Facilities</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systematic Approach</td>
<td>Open Interface Principle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configurability Principle</td>
<td>Modularity Principle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Evaluation of the examined facilities using the derived system requirements.

The reviewed literature and the analyzed platforms do not follow any systematic approaches to determine the necessary fidelity levels of the constituent systems and building components of networked driving simulation. This aspect presents a critical drawback that hinders the delivery of substantial simulation results. The following section outlines the conclusions and reveals the future research work in this regard.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This work addressed the utilization of networked driving simulation for different scientific applications. The industry of networked games was excluded as it is mostly concerned with the entertainment factor, which is not the focus of the automotive field. Principally, networked driving simulation presents an intelligible solution to examine various aspects concerning the future traffic and transportation systems. However, according to the thorough literature review and analysis, no rigorous methodological approaches or design tools exist to date. Networked driving simulation fulfills the definition of system of systems (SoS) architectures [45]. Specifically, two or more constituent systems exchange information and share the same virtual environment. A common system goal is accomplished through their collaboration within the system of systems.
environment. In general, successful SoS must be able to evolve in order to accommodate potential changes in application requirements [45]. The evolution of SoS can be realized by adding more constituent systems or modifying the characteristics of existing building components [16,17]. However, this imposes a challenging demand on SoS architecting to offer a possibility of adaptation. Classical system architecting becomes neither sufficient nor effective in the era of heterogeneous networked systems [45]. SoS architecting necessitates broader design considerations to supplement the typical system development processes. Systems engineering can be utilized to overcome the challenges of SoS architecting and development [45]. As potential future work, a system-level design framework will be developed. This framework will enable the development of resilient platforms of networked driving simulation. The application requirements will be considered to deduce the necessary fidelity levels of the constituent systems. In particular, the key principles of systems engineering for an open system architecture, as well as a measure for building multidisciplinary system models will be considered in this design framework.
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